Aiming at suppressing harmful effect for building structure by surface motion, semiactive nonsmooth control algorithm with Deep Learning is proposed. By finite-time stable theory, the building structure closed-loop system's stability is discussed under the proposed control algorithm. It is found that the building structure closed-loop system is stable. Then the proposed control algorithm is applied on controlling the building structural vibration. The seismic action is chosen as El Centro seismic wave. Dynamic characteristics have comparative analysis between semiactive nonsmooth control and passive control in two simulation examples. They demonstrate that the designed control algorithm has great robustness and anti-interference. The proposed control algorithm is more effective than passive control in suppressing structural vibration.
Introduction
Seismic isolation technology for building structure has made great progress. And seismic isolation technology is used widely in many countries. However, seismic isolation system is along with large displacement when this system reduces seismic response of superstructure effectively. Thus, the application of seismic isolation technology is limited. In addition, the earthquake has strong randomness. If the designed passive isolation is used to suppress vibration, isolation parameters, which are used in earthquake action of some characteristics, not always have satisfying damping effect for other different characteristics earthquake. Hence, many scholars use control strategies to reduce displacement of isolating system. At the same time, the structural response is not added [1] .
The study in regard to structural vibration control algorithm is a hot topic of structural vibration control field all the time [2] . In the last thirty years, structural vibration control technologies have made great progress. The technologies gradually become available means which ensure security of structure and resist the natural disasters. The so-called structural vibration control is used to change and adjust structural dynamic characteristic by deploying or inlaying some device or some equipment that applies force. And structural vibration control can obstruct and offset external excitation or dissipate energies that input to the structural system. The control actions can achieve the aim of controlling the structural dynamic characteristic reasonably. According to the characteristics of earthquake action, the structure that applied control measures possesses self-regulating ability of resisting earthquake action. Thereby, the structural intelligence comes true.
On the basis of having extra powers or not, the structural vibration control is divided into three classes [3] . The first class is passive control. The passive control does not need extra power. The structural vibration is suppressed only by interaction of control device and structure. Then the second class is active control that needs high-power extra power to drive actuator. The control is decided by measured excitation and feedback of structural response. The third class is semiactive control, which does not need to input great powers. Just a little power is applied when structural response is up to boundary value. And control device is switched to 2 Complexity working state to reach parameters that adjust control system and the aim of reducing structural response.
The premise and foundation of structural vibration control are control algorithm. Therefore, according to features external disturbance, an important characteristic of structural vibration control is giving real control force by preset control algorithm. It guarantees that structural response is controlled to the safe range. And optimal control algorithm [4] gains lots of applications in civil structural control. However, the optimal control problem of forced vibration that earthquakes cause in long time does not establish extremum condition of optimal control. Thus, with the aid of COC (Classical Linear Optimal Control) [5] , IOC (Instantaneous Optimal Control) [6] , and LQG (Linear Quadratic Gaussian) control, the problem is improved. The other representative control algorithms [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] are LQR (Linear Quadratic Regulator) control, ILC (Iterative Learning Control), fuzzy logic control, and so on. Nevertheless, the aforementioned results still have large parameter perturbation of system and are oversensitive to external interference. It is extremely important to develop and apply the structural vibration control algorithm with stronger robustness. This kind of control algorithm has a little influence on the system parameters and has less sensitivity to external disturbances. After the 1990s, the American scholar Yang and others took the lead in the application of sliding mode control to vibration control of civil engineering structure. Sliding mode control, a switching control, makes the closed-loop system have the characteristics of finite-time convergence and strong robustness. But it is discontinuous for state variable of system. High-speed switching of control causes chattering phenomenon in the system. Nonsmooth control is able to achieve finite-time stability of system state. The robustness and inter-inference performance of system are both enhanced. Compared with traditional sliding mode control, nonsmooth control is continuous with respect to state variable. The control method receives attention and gains application [13] [14] [15] widely due to distinct advantages. Now nonsmooth control is studied and applied in the areas of design of high-precision guidance laws [16] , attitude control of spacecraft [17] , control of permanent magnet synchronous motor position [18] , and so on.
However, nonsmooth control is not able to express uncertain information of system. Deep Learning is deep neural networks of a class of special nonclassified tags. Deep Learning usually has stackable denoising autoencoders and transformational autoencoders. The dimensions of their output vector and input vector are the same in some form of input vector generally. Expression of a data is studied or initial data is coded effectively by hidden layer. According to the study of literatures [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] , Deep Learning can gain more representative characteristic information by training large scale data. Thus, the sample may be classified and estimated to improve precision of information.
In this paper, the nonlinear model of the building structure is described. According to expression of uncertain information with Deep Learning, the stability is deduced and analyzed in the based isolation structure by applying semiactive nonsmooth control algorithm. Under seismic wave called El Centro, the numerical simulation of two different examples is simulated numerically with semiactive nonsmooth control and the passive control. According to the comparison of simulation results, the feasibility and validity of the algorithm are verified.
Mathematical Models and Related Theories
2.1. Passive Isolation Structure. Some researchers, such as Zhou [4] , Tang and Lium [30] , and Kelly [31] , do lots of work in seismic responses of passive isolation structure. It sets flexible seismic isolation between the bottom of superstructure and the top of foundation. Seismic isolation is used to prevent the superstructure from seismic energy [4] . The seismic isolation not only reduces seismic dynamic response of superstructure, but also ensures security of major structure and in-house facility effectively. In addition, the isolation system increases the natural vibration period. Due to increasing the natural period of the structure that exceeds the excitatory period of earthquake [4] , isolation system avoids the phenomena of resonance and near resonance. Thus, isolation system reduces the seismic acceleration response of the structure.
The key to dynamic analysis of a building structure is the simplification of the structure. Two methods of structural simplification are described [32] . One is the way of lumpedmass; another one is the way of the centralized quality. If the distribution quality method is used to analyze dynamic, the structural equation of motion is a partial differential equation. It is not conducive for research of the practical application. Thus, the structural quality is often described by the lumped-mass method in practical engineering. It is simplified as a multi-degree-of-freedom story shear model. The superstructure and foundation of building are separated by seismic isolation. The energy, which is generated by seismic waves during the earthquake, is transferred to the seismic isolation from the base. And the seismic isolation prevents superstructure by self-deformation and vibration to dissipate energy [33] .
In general, the horizontal stiffness of the seismic isolation bearing is much smaller than its vertical stiffness. While dynamic responses are analyzed, seismic isolation bearing is approximated to horizontal movement. And the vertical deformation that is caused by the swing is ignored. Compared with traditional structure, dynamic analysis of isolation structure consists of two parts. It consists of the isolation layer and the superstructure. In this paper, the building structure is simplified as one-dimensional story shear model. Under the action of horizontal earthquake, the equation of motion is represented by the following differential equation:
In this equation, = [
is displacement vector of the structure, where is base displacement relative to the ground and is displacement of the th floor relative to the ground.̇and̈represent velocity vector and acceleration vector that include base velocity and acceleration.̈is a vector of ground acceleration. is a matrix of influence coefficient. , , and are mass matrix, Complexity 3 proportional damping matrix, and stiffness matrix of the structure that include parameters of the isolation layer.
2.2. Finite-Time Stability [14] . Semiactive nonsmooth control, which is introduced for the control system, can effectively improve the performance of the system. It realizes the finite-time stability of the system state and improves its robustness and anti-interference of the system. Combined with self-learning of the neural networks [34] [35] [36] [37] , note of hidden players is considered and the whole intelligence degree of the system is enhanced. The finite-time stability problem of the following nonlinear systems is considered aṡ
In this equation, a vector field of 0 is ( ).
Theorem 1.
The homogeneous dilations of ∈ are as follows:
where ∀ > 0, > 0 = 1, 2, . . . , . (3), suppose there exists ∈ , and the function is satisfied as 
Theorem 2. For a vector field ( ) in system
(Δ ( )) = + ( ) = 1, 2, . . . , .(5)
Design of Semiactive Nonsmooth Control Algorithm with Deep Learning
Passive control system can effectively reduce the loss caused by earthquakes, whereas the random of large earthquake is controlled difficultly. If seismic isolation produces the large displacement, its effect may be lost, which affects the whole performance of whole structure. In order to control the large displacement in the isolation layer, nonsmooth control algorithm is studied and designed. It can restrain the seismic wave that causes influence for building structural stability. In order to study the control algorithm conveniently, the maximum permissible displacement is assumed to be at the zero point. The related analysis is conducted.
Design of Nonsmooth Algorithm with Deep Learning.
With the action of one-dimensional horizontal seismic acceleration, the equation of motion is as
In this equation, is a position matrix of controllers. is a vector comprising control forces. The accelerationï s unknown disturbance and established by Deep Learning neural network. In this paper, autoencoder neural network (see [20, 21] ) is used to establisḧ. Other parameters have been explained in (1) .
Defining a state-space vector = ( 1 2 ) , where 1 = ( 11 12 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 1 ) = , 2 = ( 21 22 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 2 ) =̇. The equation of motion is rewritten as [6, 38] = +̈+ (7)
where , , and are state matrices. is a unit matrix. According to the rank criterion, the system (see (7)) is observable and controllable. Therefore, structural vibration can be effectively suppressed by designing properly. It is considered that the actuator would be only installed at isolation layer. For state equation (6) , the maximum displacement value of the isolation layer, which is assumed, is . Using V = − sgn( ) ⋅ , obviously, =V .
4 Complexity From the above, the following can be achieved:
Set = ( 1 , 2 ) = (V,V ) , and choose =V + V +̈+ V 1 ; the following is achieved:
The system is rewritten as follows:
Let
where
Stable Analysis of Nonsmooth Algorithms.
Lyapunov function of the subsystem is selected as
The derivation of (14) is as follows:
Obviously,̇1( 1 , 2 ) is half negative. Therefore, the system is stable. The following set is considered as
By (11), the following is achieved:
Let 2 ( ) = 0; then we havė1( ) =̇2( ) = 0. When we substitute it into the closed-loop equations of system, it could be achieved; it is 1 ( ) = 0. Hence, the contained largest invariant set of the set 1 is as follows:
According to the invariance principle, in the equilibrium point ( 1 2 ) = (0 0), the system is globally asymptotically stable and
] is set. According to the theorem of homogeneous system [13] , if the homogeneity of is satisfied, the formula is established as follows: It can be got as
Let 1 = 1, 2 = (1 + 1 )/2. Equation (6) is established and ( 1 , 2 ) is satisfied with homogeneity. It means that the system is a homogeneous system. The degree of homogeneity in the system is = ( 1 − 1)/2 < 0 which means negative degree of the homogeneity. Thus, system (9) is globally finitetime stable.
Numerical Results of Examples
In order to illustrate the effectiveness of the semiactive nonsmooth control algorithm, two three-layer base isolation structure models are analyzed with different parameters.
Model El Centro Seismic wave, the unknown disturbance, is estimated by deep neural network. The result is shown in Figure 1 and peek value of acceleration is 3 m/s 2 . According to the parameters of the aforementioned model, the dynamic responses are simulated in two ways of semiactive nonsmooth control and passive control. The displacements, velocities, and acceleration and control forces of the seismic isolation are shown in Figures 2-4 . In order to further analyze the effect of semiactive nonsmooth control and passive control, the maximum displacement max and the maximum acceleration max in the seismic isolation are made statistics. The results are shown in Table 1 . As shown in Figures 1-5 , in the range of the external control force, the velocity of isolation layer with semiactive nonsmooth control is a little larger than passive control. But in the terms of cutting down the displacements and acceleration of isolation layer, semiactive nonsmooth control is superior to passive control. As is shown in Table 1 , the peak acceleration of isolation layer with semiactive nonsmooth control is down to 35%. Compared with passive control, the peak displacement of isolation layer is decreased by 46%.
In the isolation layer, the horizontal distortion is reduced drastically. Hence, control effect is obvious. Model parameters of example 2 are as follows.
The masses of superstructure are 1 = 53200 kg, 2 = 61300 kg, and 3 = 54500 kg. The stiffness of superstructure is 1 = 115. damping coefficient of the isolation layer is = 53.5 kNs/m. The requirement of horizontal displacement is 60 mm.
Example 2 inputs seismic wave El Centro and is simulated and analyzed. The requirement of horizontal displacement is a criterion. And the proposed model is in the two conditions, respectively, semiactive nonsmooth control and passive control. The contrastive curves, which include displacements, velocities, and acceleration, are shown in Figures 7-9 . The peak displacement max and the peak acceleration max in the isolation layer of the proposed model are counted. They are showed in Table 2 .
As is shown in time-history curves in Figures 6-9 , the conclusion can be drawn similarly. The displacement and peak displacement in the isolation layer are obviously decreased in the semiactive nonsmooth control system. As is shown in Table 2 , the acceleration of the model in isolation layer is also declined. It means the peak acceleration is controlled. Compared with the passive control system, the peak displacement of the isolation layer decreases by 21% with semiactive nonsmooth control system. The horizontal Complexity 7 peak displacement in isolation layer is declined drastically. It shows that semiactive nonsmooth control algorithm is able to improve performance of passive isolation structure to prevent isolation layer from too much deformation. From the simulated analyses of two models with different parameters, the semiactive nonsmooth control algorithm can cut down dynamic response more effective than passive control. The displacement of the structure is controlled to allowable range as much as possible. The disadvantage of excessive displacement in the isolation layer is solved effectively, so the effect of designed control is remarkable.
Conclusions
Semiactive nonsmooth control with Deep Learning is more effective than passive control. By using deep neural network, the designed control method not only considers the unknown term but also cuts down the structural peak response that is caused by earthquake. The analysis of seismic response in the controlled structure shows that the proposed algorithm improves the performance of isolated structure and reduces the seismic response in the isolation layer and superstructure. The designed control method prevents building structure from oversize deformation that causes structural failure. Thus, the designed control method is high-effect. Semiactive nonsmooth control algorithm has great robustness and can restrain the influence of seismic wave effectively. Thus, the designed nonsmooth control algorithm with Deep Learning is more intellectualized, feasible, and effective. The proposed control method could be theoretical basis for practical building structural engineering application.
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